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THE 3 SITES

1.1 CADARACHE (SAINT PAUL LEZ DURANCE) – “HARD ROCK SITE”
The first site is located in the township of Saint-Paul-lez-Durance (South-East of France), within
the CEA Cadarache research center. The latitude and longitude of the site (center of arrays) are
N43.6747435° and E005.7664540°, respectively. For convenience, we will use the name “Cadarache”.
The test site is located on top of a hill, but is expected to exhibit no, or low-amplitude,
topographic effects. For example, the maximum elevation difference for the large circle acquisition (135 m
radius) is about 22 m. Elevation for each station is given in geometry files. Cretaceous limestone is
outcropping near the test-site. The site should be a “rock” or “hard rock” site.
The site is industrial, but the density of facilities is relatively low. There are no large cities near the
site. At the time of acquisition, there was a facility under construction 400 m northeast of the center of the
site. There is also a highway, with rather low traffic, 4.5 km northwest of the site.
The data files relative to the Cadarache site use the prefix CAD.

1.2 GRENOBLE – “STIFF SOIL SITE”
The second site is located in the town of Grenoble in the French Alps (the Southeast region of
France), in the close vicinity of the “Institut Laue Langevin” nuclear research facility. The latitude and
longitude of the site (center of arrays) are N45.2063733° and E005.6943894, respectively.
The site is flat. For the larger array, one can expect 2D or 3D effect due to the Grenoble basin
geometry. There are recent alluvial deposits (sand, gravels…) overlaying Quaternary lacustrine clayey/marly
deposits, overlaying Mesozoic bedrock. The expected depth of the limit between alluvial and lacustrine
deposits is a few tens of meters. The expected depth of the limit between lacustrine deposits and bedrock
is several hundreds of meters.
The site is highly industrial within the large town of Grenoble. Two highways with high traffic and
two rivers (Isere and Drac) are close of the site.
The data files relative to the Grenoble site use the prefix GRE.

1.3 MIRANDOLA - “SOFT SOIL SITE”
The third site is located in the outskirt of the small town of Mirandola (region of Emilia-Romagna,
Italy). The latitude and longitude of the site (center of arrays) are N44.8774642° and E011.0627151°,
respectively.
The site is flat. There are alluvial deposits of different depositional environments, with alternating
sequences of silty-clayey layers of alluvial plain and sandy horizons. The geological substratum consists of
marine and transition deposits of lower-middle Pleistocene age (located at a depth between 50 and 150 m
from the ground surface considering a priori geological information).
The site is rather quiet, inside a sports ground area, at the border of residential area, without
noisy facilities.
The data files relative to the Mirandola site use the prefix MIR.
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THE DIFFERENT AMBIENT VIBRATION ARRAY GEOMETRIES

We tried to collect noise measurements using different array geometries, taking into account the
comments received after sending the invitation letter. We aim to test different geometries, ranging from
more sophisticated concentric circles that need a lot of sensors and several consecutive acquisitions, to
easier and/or faster-to-implement geometries (e.g., triangle or L-shape) requiring only a single acquisition.
We also added some large array geometries.

2.1 CIRCLE GEOMETRY
Circle geometries basically used one sensor at the centre and 7 equally-spaced sensors on the
circumference of a given radius circle.
Acquisitions were made with 15 sensors that allowed recording two circular arrays at once. A radii
ratio of 3 was chosen to increase consecutive array radii, starting from a 5-m radius circle. For consecutive
acquisitions, only the inner/smaller circle was moved to the next larger diameter. The different sets of
acquisitions are:
–

Circular Acquisition 1: center, 5-m and 15-m radius circles,

–

Circular Acquisition 2: center, 15-m and 45-m radius circles,

–

Circular Acquisition 3: center, 45-m and 135-m radius circles, and

–

Circular Acquisition 4 (Mirandola only): center, 135-m and 405-m radius circles.

This progressive change of sensor location allows for a good sampling of wavelengths, despite the
apparent high value of radius increasing ratio. Nevertheless, if we wish to use this set of data to test
capabilities of smaller sets of sensors (e.g., 8 sensors processed single-circle by single-circle), the radii ratio
of 3 may appear too high. So, we added complementary acquisition geometry for each site:
–

Circular Acquisition 5: center, 26-m and 78-m radius circles.

Therefore, the sequence 15-, 26-, 45-, 78- and 135-m radius circles presents a 1.73 (square root of 3)
increasing radii ratio between each array.
The data files relative to the circle geometry are identified by this kind of acronym: “C_XX_YY”
(“C” as circle, XX being the small radius, YY being the large radius, ex: C_15_45).

2.2 TRIANGLE GEOMETRY
Triangle geometries are widely used. During the correspondence following the invitation email,
some invited teams proposed to test triangle acquisitions with 7 or 10 sensors geometries. We used 16
sensors to simultaneously collect 5 nested triangles:
–

Cadarache and Mirandola: center, 12.5-, 25-, 50-, 100-, and 200-m sided triangles.

–

Grenoble: center, 18.75-, 37.5-, 75-, 150-, and 300-m sided triangles.

Note that the change of geometry for Grenoble is just the consequence of the building positions
that forbid placing a satisfactory triangle for the 100 m side.
Of course, one can test geometries with a lower number of sensors by supressing larger and/or
smaller triangles from those whole data sets.
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Note also that unfortunately, one sensor of the Mirandola triangle acquisition failed (discussed
below). So this set of data is not complete.
The data files relative to the triangle geometry are identifying by “Triangle”.

2.3 L-SHAPE GEOMETRY
L-shape geometry is easy to implement, especially for performing acquisitions in towns, using two
perpendicular roads. Even if this geometry presents lower capabilities in terms of wavelengths sampling or
azimuthal distribution, it is interesting to compare results from L-shaped data relative to other geometries
from a methodological point of view.
We used these L-shaped geometries:
–

Cadarache: 11 sensors along 2 perpendicular lines with 5, 10, 30, 60, and 100 m distances from
the crossing point.

–

Grenoble and Mirandola: 13 sensors along 2 perpendicular lines with 5, 10, 30, 60, 100, and
150 m distances from the crossing point.
The data files relative to the triangle geometry are identifying by “L_shape”.

2.4 LARGE ARRAY
Even if large arrays are not directly connected to characterisation of velocity profiles at depths of
interest for geotechnical or earthquake engineering applications, we tried to record these additional
“large” aperture acquisitions:
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–

Cadarache: 4 sensors centered triangle with 500 m sides: CAD_Large_triangle,

–

Grenoble: 16 sensors on 80 and 400 m (very approximate) radius circles. This large array is
referenced as 78-405 m radius circle acquisition, but the real positions are far from perfect circles
due to the acquisition constraints of the field, especially the two rivers. In fact, we did this
acquisition just after the 26-78 m radius circle acquisition (Circular Acquisition 5); that’s why we
retained the 78 m radius in this data set: GRE_C_78_405.

–

Mirandola: 10 sensors centered triangles with 4000 m, 2000 m, 1000 m sides:
MIR_Large_triangle

EQUIPMENT AND DATA PREPARATION

All passive measurements were made with Güralp broadband CM6TD seismometers with
integrated digitizers. These sensors present a linear response between 30 s and 100 Hz. The signals were
sampled at a 200 Hz sampling frequency with continuous GPS synchronization (with some issues: see
below). We used the sensors of the “Cashima” research project (“CN” or “CNS” label of sensors means
“Cashima Network Seismometer”) + one seismometer lent by IRSN (“IR or IRS” means “Institut de
Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire”). We choose to identify time histories by the sensors ID.
When possible (that is to say when not located on road paving), the sensors were buried in order
to minimize low frequency noise.
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For the data preparation, we cut signals to the time window where all sensors were operational
for a given acquisition, and we applied a high-pass filtering using SAC package with a corner frequency of
0.1 Hz in order to avoid very low frequency noise due to broadband seismometers.
The data are provided in nm/s (nanometer per second).
The different data files include the name of sensor and the component at the end of their
name: ex: *_CN03_E.* or *_IR03_Z.*, etc.
All data (velocity values) are provided in both SAC (*.sac extension) and ascii (*.dat extension)
format.
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SOME TECHNICAL ISSUES AFFECTING DATA ACQUISITIONS

4.1 ONE MISSING SENSOR FOR THE MIRANDOLA TRIANGLE
Unfortunately, one sensor (CN06) of the Mirandola triangle acquisition failed. So, this set of data
is not complete.

4.2 GPS SYNCHRONIZATION
We carefully checked the data after acquisition and we saw that the GPS synchronization failed in
a few cases. We tried to correct afterwards the corresponding time series using this procedure:
–

Selecting 2 well-synchronized reference stations close to the one to be corrected but located in 2
different directions relative to this station.

–

Test of cross-correlation between these 2 reference stations, after applying pass-band filtering
(with frequencies as low as possible to selected signals at large wavelength where the differences
between sensors should be low). The aim is to determine the best filtering parameters to get a
clear and unshifted cross-correlation curve.

–

Computing the 2 cross-correlation curves between each reference station and the station to be
corrected and determination of the mean time shift.

–

Application of the corresponding time shift to the time history to be corrected.

Note that, in our opinion, this way of “post-synchronization” does not produce synchronization
better that 0.02 s. In the dataset, we clearly identify the corrected time series and let the participating
teams decide to use this data or not. Here is the list of “post-synchronized” geometry / stations. For other
geometries, the same stations did synchronize well with GPS:
–

CAD_C_26_78 : CN09

–

GRE_C_78_405: CN05
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MIR_C_15_45: CN05

–

MIR_C_26_78: CN03

–

MIR_C_45_135: CN05
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In the provided data set, the time histories that needed post-synchronization are indicated by
the “*_CORR_*” letters in their name.
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OVERVIEW OF ACQUISITIONS

5.1 CADARACHE (SAINT-PAUL LEZ DURANCE)
These tables summarize the provided data, date and hour of acquisition, duration of usable time
series, remarks, weather and sensor coupling for the Cadarache data set. The following figures are Google
Earth snap shot of acquisition geometry. White disk indicates the coordinate reference (center of circle
geometries).

Data set

Date

Start time

End time

Duration

CAD_C_5_15

21/08/2013

08:51:00

09:45:30

00:54:30

CAD_C_15_45

21/08/2013

10:40:00

11:23:30

00:43:30

CAD_C_26_78

22/08/2013

12:15:00

13:30:00

01:15:00

CAD_C_45_135
CAD_L_shape
CAD_Triangle
CAD_Large_triangle

21/08/2013
21/08/2013
22/08/2013
04/09/2013

13:04:00
15:33:00
08:52:00
10:30:00

14:10:00
16:49:00
10:45:00
12:32:00

01:06:00
01:16:00
01:53:00
02:02:00

Data set

Weather

Wind

Rain

CAD_C_5_15

Fair

No

No

CAD_C_15_45

Fair

No

No

CAD_C_26_78

Fair

No

No

CAD_C_45_135
CAD_L_shape
CAD_Triangle
CAD_Large_triangle

Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair

Weak
Weak
No
No

No
No
No
No

Remarks

CNS09 "post-synchronized"

Sensor coupling

All sensors more or less buried in function of the
ground stiffness (proximity of hard rock)
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Cadarache: all measuring points of the site.

CAD_C_5_15
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CAD_C_15_45

CAD_C_26_78
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CAD_C_45_135

CAD_Triangle
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CAD_L_shape

CAD_Large_triangle
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5.2 GRENOBLE
These tables summarize the provided data, date and hour of acquisition, duration of usable time
series, remarks, weather and sensor coupling for the Grenoble data set. Note that there was a quite large
earthwork during all acquisitions on the southeast of the ILL reactor (close to CN15 for the C_26_78
acquisition). The following figures are Google Earth snap shot of acquisition geometry. White disk indicates
the coordinate reference (center of circle geometries).

Data set

Date

Start time

End time

Duration

Remarks

GRE_C_5_15

26/08/2013

10:08:00

11:45:00

01:37:00

GRE_C_15_45

26/08/2013

12:46:00

13:47:00

01:01:00

GRE_C_28_78

27/05/2013

11:47:00

13:08:30

01:21:30

GRE_C_45_135

26/08/2013

14:23:00

15:58:30

01:35:30

GRE_C_78_405

27/05/2013

14:18:00

16:18:00

02:00:00

CN05 “post-synchronized”

GRE_Triangle

27/05/2013

08:55:00

10:50:30

01:55:30

GRE_L_shape

26/08/2013

16:38:30

17:45:30

01:07:00

Data gap on CN15 between 10:04:11 10:04:13
Last sensor on one branch (CN09) not on the
straight line

CN15 very noisy due to the close proximity of
earthwork

Data set

Weather

Wind

Rain

Sensor coupling

GRE_C_5_15

Cloudy

Moderate

No

All sensor buried

GRE_C_15_45

Moderate
Strong at the beginning
(gusts), moderate at the end
Moderate

No
Weak

GRE_C_45_135

Cloudy
Stormy at the beginning,
more quiet at the end
Cloudy

All sensor buried
On pavement: CN02, 03, 07, 09, 13, 15
Buried: other sensors
All sensor buried

GRE_C_78_405

Cloudy

Moderate

No

GRE_Triangle

Cloudy

Weak

No

GRE_L_shape

Cloudy

Moderate

No

GRE_C_28_78

No

On pavement: CN02, 13, 15
Buried: other sensors
On pavement: CN02, 03, 06, 07, 12, 14
Buried: other sensors
All sensor buried
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Grenoble: all measuring points of the site.

GRE_C_5_15
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GRE_C_15_45

GRE_C_26_78
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GRE_C_45_135
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GRE_C_78_405

GRE_Triangle
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GRE_L_shape

5.3 MIRANDOLA
These tables summarize the provided data, date and hour of acquisition, duration of usable time
series, remarks, weather and sensor coupling for the Mirandola data set. The following figures are Google
Earth snap shot of acquisition geometry. White disk indicates the coordinate reference (center of circle
geometries).

Data set

Date

Start time

End time

Duration

Remarks

MIR_C_5_15

29/08/2013

10:05:30

11:05:30

01:00:00

MIR_C_15_45

29/08/2013

11:38:30

12:53:30

01:15:00

MIR_C_26_78

30/08/2013

06:36:30

07:56:30

01:20:00

MIR_C_45_135

29/08/2013

13:43:00

14:56:00

01:13:00

MIR_C_135_405

29/08/2013

15:56:30

17:55:00

01:58:30

MIR_Triangle

28/08/2013

16:04:30

17:33:30

01:29:00

One station is missing (CN06)

MIR_L_shape

29/08/2013

07:24:30

08:24:00

00:59:30

soccer players on sports ground from 8:15

MIR_Large_triangle

30/08/2013

09:35:00

12:59:30

03:24:30

CN05 “post-synchronized”
CN03 “post-synchronized”
Roadwork in North East direction from 7:00
to 7:18
CN05 “post-synchronized”
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Data set

Weather

Wind

Rain

MIR_C_5_15

Fair

Weak

No

MIR_C_15_45

Fair

Weak

No

MIR_C_26_78

Fair

No

No

MIR_C_45_135

Slightly
cloudy

Moderate

No

MIR_C_135_405

Fair

Weak

No

MIR_Triangle

Fair

No

No

MIR_L_shape

Fair

No

No

MIR_Large_triangle

Fair

Weak

No

Mirandola: all measuring points of the site.

Sensor coupling
On pavement: CN07
Buried: other sensors
On pavement: CN08,
On grass but not buried: CN07
Buried: other sensors
On pavement: CN12
On grass but not buried: CN13
Buried: other sensors
On pavement: CN08, 10,13
On grass but not buried: CN07
Buried: other sensors
On pavement: CN08, 10,13
Buried: other sensors
On pavement: CN02, 04, 05
On grass but not buried: CN13
Buried: other sensors
On pavement: CN10, 11, 13, (14)
Buried: other sensors
All sensor buried
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MIR_C_5_15

MIR_C_15_45
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IR03

MIR_C_26_78

MIR_C45_135
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MIR_C_135_405

(CN06 failed)

MIR_Triangle
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MIR_L_shape

MIR_Large_triangle
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PROVIDED DATA SET

6.1 GEOMETRY
The locations of sensors for each acquisition are provided in the *.geom files (example:
CAD_L_shape.geom). These files contain the sensor name, as well as the Eastward (X) and Northward (Y)
coordinates relative to the centre of the circle acquisition, which is considered as the reference point (X=0,
Y=0).
Absolute sensor coordinates expressed in WGS84 and UTM31N (Cadarache and Grenoble) or
UTM32N (Mirandola) are given in separate *.xls (Excel) and *.dat (ascii with tab separator) files: 3x2 files:
one per site in each format. For Cadarache, we also provide elevation values. In these files, we also use a
“boolean” system with 0 and 1 in order to identify which location (line) corresponds to which geometry
(column). For example, one given line indicates a “1” in the C_5_15 column; this means that this location
was used for the C_5_15 acquisition. Often, one given location is used for several different acquisition
geometries.
The info included in these geometry files are also provide in Google Earth *.kmz format.
The *.geom files are provided both in the corresponding data folders and in the
“SITE_GEOMETRY” folder. *.xls and *.kmz files are provided in the “misc” folder.

6.2 TIME HISTORIES
Time histories are sorted in one folder per geometry. The names of the files are constructed as
follow: SITE_GEOMETRY_STATION_COMPONENT.FORMAT with:
–

SITE: CAD_, GRE_ or MIR_

–

GEOMETRY: C_5_15_, C_15_45_…, L_shape_, etc.

–

STATION: CN01_, CN02_, ….

–

COMPONENT: E, N, Z

–

FORMAT: *.sac (SAC) or *.dat (ascii).

